
ENGLISH LETTERS

The modern English alphabet is a Latin alphabet consisting of 26 letters, each having an upper- and lower-case form. It
originated around the 7th century from.

Some of these conventions include the introduction of punctuation and the substitutions of symbols. Affects
G. Current standards require its use for both purposes. The phonetic transcriptions of these letters are always
put into squared brackets [ ] and use letters and symbols from the International Phonetic Alphabet. This meant
that only regular nouns bearing neither could be confidently identified, and plural and possessive could be
potentially confused e. Writing compound words may be hyphenated, open or closed, so specifics are guided
by stylistic policy. In general, these devices are not used even where they would serve to alleviate some degree
of confusion. Within a word, you sometimes pronounce a letter differently. Affects C. English-based pidgins
and creoles also developed in many places, such as on islands in the Caribbean and Pacific, and in parts of
Africa. Listen to the pronunciation and the spelling of words that start with the letters from the alphabet.
Hyphen[ edit ] Hyphens are often used in English compound words. See Latin alphabet: Origins. Spelling
alphabets such as the ICAO spelling alphabet , used by aircraft pilots, police and others, are designed to
eliminate this potential confusion by giving each letter a name that sounds quite different from any other. The
remaining letters are considered consonant letters, since when not silent they generally represent consonants.
In this situation you will have to pronounce every single letter, in the same way as it is displayed above. The
Latin spellings include some conventions associated with the Italian alphabet , such as hard vs. The
receptionist asks "What's your name? Here you can listen to a sample solution. This was replaced by Insular
script , a cursive and pointed version of the half-uncial script. That means: pronounce every single letter on its
own. The letter Y sometimes represents a consonant as in "young" and sometimes a vowel as in "myth" ;
rarely, W may represent a vowel as in "cwm" â€”a Welsh influence. You tell them your name and they ask
"How do you spell that? Modern English By about the 15th century Middle English had evolved into Early
Modern English, and continued to absorb numerous words from other languages, especially from Latin and
Greek. Informal English writing tends to omit diacritics because of their absence from the keyboard, while
professional copywriters and typesetters tend to include them. The consistent use of w developed in the early
Middle English period, during the 12th to 13th centuries. What you see in these brackets [] is only how you
pronounce the letter on its own for example when you spell a word or say the alphabet. Affects Q, U. This was
used until the end of the 12th century when continental Carolingian minuscule also known as Caroline
replaced the insular. This form of English is known as Middle English. Practice settled in the 18th century;
before then, practices varied but typically all three endings were written -s but without cumulation. Main
article: Letter frequency The letter most commonly used in English is E. In older printed editions of Old
English works, an acute accent mark was used to maintain cohesion between Old English and Old Norse
printing.


